
In Art and Textiles at KS3 for year 7 and 8, students experience the curriculum with 
three focuses: painting and drawing, print and textiles. Students rotate around a 
carousel 4 times a year in 10 week blocks so they have the opportunity to have 15 
double lessons in each of those areas. In year 9 pupils are on the same carousel but 
get 10 double lessons across the year in each of the three disciplines.  

 15 Double Lessons Artists  

Yr 7   

Painting and 
Drawing 

Colour wheel-value scale Painting 
Outline 
Tone- Drawing  
Atmospheric Perspective 
Self Portrait 
Representation- Accuracy  

Lucian Freud 
Jenny Saville  
Andy Warhol 
 

Print and Collage Photograph for portraits in style of John Stezaker 
Paul Klee self portrait- Chalk and charcoal 
Mono-prints (Paul Klee) 
Coloured ink on Paul Klee 
Lino Printing Black and white using close up of Klee 
3 colour lino- Reduction Print 
How to Lino Print Poster 
Multimedia final piece  
Lino will have to be limited to 5 pupils at a time if 
needed due to social distancing in class 

John Stezaker  
Chinese Ink painters 
Paul Klee 
Picasso 
Stanley Donwood 
 

Textiles Safe use of sewing machine 
Use of stitch settings table 
Outline-exploded diagrams  
Intro to applique 
Designing with a theme- Nature inspired cushion  
Paper modelling 
Embellishment using beads and embroidery 
Might not have all students on machines at the same 
time when guidance comes out for social distancing in 
class and premade packs of felt for Matisse style 
applique 

 

Yr 8   

Painting and 
Drawing 

Context- Meaning in work- Plastic Pollution 
Composition 
Nature: 
Texture through painting 
Texture through drawing  
Collage 
Mixed media- Final piece  
Students collect their own plastic objects for the project 
and are given a texture/collage pack each. 

Braque 
Picasso 
Leonardo da Vinci 
Albrecht Durer 
Ernst Haeckel  
Hokusai 
 

Print and Collage Intro to patterns Black and white 
Grid pattern collage- Cur3es 
Sunburst collage- Propaganda poster 
Islamic art- flower of life 
Islamic art- 12 pointed star 
William Morris- Drawing 
William Morris- Printing with lino 

Cu3ses 
Propaganda Posters 
Islamic art 
William Morris 
Bridget Riley  



Op art patterns 
Op art- Riley cubes 
Final piece using a combination of techniques  
Have to make collage packs for each student. 
Printing should be limited to five students max at a time. 
Re enforce H and S procedures regarding luno cutting 
and printing. 
 

Textiles Context - Use in artwork 
Intro to Impressionism and Pop art movements 
Intro to two stage batik using outline and pattern - pop 
art theme 
Dying on calico- colour blending using Monet garden 
image as contextual source and colour palette 
Experiencing embellishment using machine and hand 
embroidery  
Sewing machine explanation and health and safety 
reinforced - go through yr 7 explanation of machine 
safety rules and the year 8 one introducing new 
equipment to support student ability to do machine 
embroidery activity  
The 2 groups that have lost 6 double lessons of 
curriculum time to only do Monet panel with dye, 
machine and hand embroidery - club opportunity to do 
batik activity 

Impressionism 
Monet 
Pop Art  
Andy Warhol 
Roy Lichtenstein 
Michael Craig Martin  
 

 10 double lessons Artists 

yr9   

Drawing 5 Lessons: 
Still life- Observational drawings 
Pencil and pen  
Close ups and different perspectives  
 
5 Lessons: 
Monoprinting 
Experimentations to lead to final piece by mixing media 
Mixed media final piece 
Basic drawing skills i.e creating shade to improve/add 
interest to drawings. Could be a five-ten minute drawing 
task at the start of each lesson to re enforce this.  

Leonardo da Vinci  
Braque 
Jim Dine 

Stitch and 
Collage 

5 lessons 
Introduce pupils to adding thread to paper images 
Add thread to a grid pattern (curved stitching) 
Add thread responding to an image (embroidery and 
machine thread) 
 
5 lessons 
Introduce pupils to slicing a rearranging of images in 
response to Luis Dourado style 
Rearranging of selected images to be painted on cloth 
and quilted 
Produce lesson starter quiz and support sheet to check 
each group’s understanding of yr 8 key concepts - 
context with reference to art movements and artists, 
colour palette and composition in art - this will help 

Barbara Hepworth 
Jose Romussi 
Maurizio Anzeri 
Maria Aparicio 
 
 
Luis Dourado 
Karl Blossfeldt 
Georgia O'Keeffe 



students who did not do the last art and textiles rotation 
in yr 8 

3D and 
Contemporary 

5 lessons:  
Small scale card and paper structures 
Constructing cardboard sculptures 
Printing onto cardboard structures 
 
5 Lessons:  
Evaluate 3 chairs 
Look at chairs in art 
Large scale drawings of stools 
Black ink/charcoal  
Collage with black, grey and white paper 
Pupils will have to do  individual projects rather than in 
pairs. Create card/collage packs for each student 

Naum Gabo 
Picasso 
 
 
 
Ai Wei Wei 
Wang Huai Qing 
Emilia Steele 
Rachael Whiteread 
Doris Salcedo 

 


